Incidental findings during a surgical procedure-patient and public perspectives.
During a surgical procedure, incidental findings (IF) may be found and often the immediate treatment is in the patient's best interest. Due to the nature of IFs, specific patient consent cannot be obtained under such circumstances. The dilemma is whether the surgeon should proceed or delay until consent is obtained, as there are significant ethical and legal implications. Following an earlier study of surgeons' preferences for IF management, this report investigates patient and public preferences. A questionnaire presented hypothetical scenarios involving IFs and samples of patients and public respondents reported their preference to proceed with treatment or have their surgeon wait to obtain consent. Opinion was sought regarding factors influencing their decisions and if general surgical consent procedures should cover IFs. A sample of 331 respondents from the general public and 368 elective surgery patients were surveyed. Results showed an overall preference to proceed with treatment in 75.1% of the hypothetical scenarios, which increased with IF severity and decreased with procedural risk. Thematic analysis of open-ended questions revealed a number of factors influencing preferences with avoidance of further surgery being most common. Results showed most respondents preferred for information provided in general consent forms though not all were comfortable about this. Patient and public preferences to proceed with treatment in hypothetical scenarios were generally consistent with surgeons' reported practice when faced with IFs. The data suggest that an IF clause in the consenting process could help surgeons make clinical decisions best aligned with individual patients' preferences.